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Die Einteilung des Nervensystems nach seinen Leistungen. By L. R.

Muller, Professor of Internal Medicine, Erlangen. With 21 illustrations.
Leipzig: G. Thieme. 1933. Pp. 74. Price M.6.80.

PROFESSOR MULLER makes in this short monograph a praiseworthy attempt
to assign function to the different cell-fibre groupings of the central nervous
system. His physiological conception divides the system into three main
divisions, viz., (1) systema nervosum pro mundo, (2) systema nervorum
myostaticum, and (3) systema nervorum vitale. As will be seen, these terms
are equivalent to the more familiar 'voluntary' sensorimotor system, the
automatic system of posture and equilibrium, and the vegetative nervous
system respectively. The classification is doubtless somewhat schematic
and scarcely indicates how they may severally be interrelated, but for de-
scriptive purposes it has its value. Each of these is more closely analyzed,
and, as remarked, an endeavour made to assign the functions comprised
under each to specific mechanisms capable of localization. Much of course is
well known and generally accepted, yet much more is still uncertain if not,
indeed, frankly obscure. Economo's five types of cortical cell arrangement are
specified, but association of function with the different cortical cell strata is
at present, except on limited lines, virtually impossible. The different
mechanisms of the myostatic system are, similarly, known in part, in part
quite unknown. This portion of the subject is dealt with in a rather sketchy
manner. As for the neurosympathetic system, little can be said to have
emerged from numerous studies of recent years. The various ganglionic
collections round the sides and floor of the third ventricle are all described
and located anatomically, but present-day knowledge of their functions is
still meagre. Some of the functions allotted by the author to some of the
cell-fibre tracts are surely questionable; his view that the ansa lenticularis
is connected with the mediation of bilateral emotional expression seems little
else than guesswork, while to the corpus Luysii he assigns sympathetic.func-
tions concemed with the innervation of vessels and glands. There seems to be
no allusion to an alleged Luysian syndrome of an entirely different kind.

The question of localization of psychical function is even more theoretical,
but it is handled by the author in a very interesting way. A series of simple
and well-drawn illustrations add to the usefulness of the essay.

The Main Afferent Fibre Systems of the Cerebral Cortex in Primates.
By Stephen Poliak, M.D., Associate Professor of Neurology, University
of Chicago. With 96 figures in the text. University of California Press,
Berkeley, Califomia. 1932. Pp. 370.

THIS is a very fine piece of anatomical research in monkeys, and raises ques-
tions of much interest and importance. Briefly, Professor Poliak has traced
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to the cortex the three chief afferent systems of the body, viz., somato-sensory,
auditory, and visual; he has fixed their cortical endings, and come to definite
conclusions of which a few may here be annotated. As regards the first of
these, the cortical termination of the main pathway of somatic sensibility
extends more widely than was at one time supposed; thalamocortical
radiation covers both sides of the rolandic fissure, and spreads far beyond,
over the entire precentral agranular region, the whole of the post-central
granular and part of the parietal agranular region; it also reaches to Brod-
mann's areas 1-6 and to 43. Further, the system is strictly unilateral, no
fibres crossing by the corpus callosum. Dr. Poliak also shows that much more
of the thalamus than its ventral nucleus is concerned with this somato-
sensory pathway. The 'focus ' of the cortical zone lies in the most anterior
strip of the postcentral cortex at the foot of the rolandic sulcus.

As for the auditory radiation, it. is proved to extend over the entire
dorsal lip of the superior temporal convolution buried in the Sylvian fossa,
and to part of the convexity of the same gyrus. The total area is smaller
than might be for other reasons postulated, and perhaps represents only the
minimum. Visual afferent fibres terminate exclusively in the area striata.
The hypothesis of a retinal cortical projection beyond the area has no
anatomical foundation.

In general, it may be said that each of these three afferent paths is a
definite anatomical and physiological entity, distinct (though not absolutely
separated anatomically) from other fibre-systems; the projection areas are
gateways into the cortex, but the fundamental problems of how such zones
are interconnected with other cortical fields and how ' higher processes ' are
mediated in relation thereto are still to be solved. Dr. Poliak's work
approaches the conception of Flechsig, Henschen and other of the older
investigators; his experiments substantiate the belief in representation of
different functions in different cortical regions, and negative any theory of
functional equivalence of the cortex as a whole.

S. A. K. W.

The Tides of Life. By R. G. Hoskins, Ph.D., M.D., Director of Neuro-
endocrine Research, Harvard Medical School. London: Kegan Paul.
1933. Pp. 352. Price 15s. net.

UNDER a somewhat arresting if equally vague title Dr. Hoskins has compiled
a general review of the whole endocrine situation as it exists to-day. To
write a book which is at once popular (and therefore rather superficial) yet
based on expert knowledge has always been regarded as a task of no little
difficulty. The 'vulgarisateur,' when he succeeds, deserves well of his
readers. In this particular case the role of presenting up-to-date scientific
knowledge in pleasantly readable fashion has been well enacted, and we
congratulate the author on his skill. For here the neurologist and endocrino-
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